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Oak furniture designer S2U design announces the launch of a new multi-
functional sideboard-desk

Oak furniture designer S2U design today announced the launch of a new multi-functional
sideboard-desk, with a double filing drawer.

Hereford, Herefordshire (PRWEB UK) 23 December 2012 -- Oak furniture designer S2U design today
announced the launch of a new multi-functional oak sideboard desk, with a double filing drawer. The flexible
unit is part of the Utah Oak Dining & Lounge Collection, and will be available online and through selected
retail partners in 2013.

The new unit is a revamped version of the existing Utah Oak Sideboard Desk. S2U Design’s MD Henrik
Pontoppidan commented: “The original functional unit was our answer to numerous enquiries for a small desk
that fits a laptop, but still looks like a piece of lounge furniture.” The first oak deskhad a functional laptop
drawer as well as a large cupboard space, with an adjustable shelf, and the appropriate holes for all of the wires.
When everything is closed the unit transforms into a stunning oak sideboard, and will sit beautifully in both
modern and traditional homes. Henrik added "This practical unit was a big success, but I just knew I could
improve and make it even better.”

The new oak Sideboard Desk has the addition of a double filing drawer. The drawer is supported by strong
metal castors, to keep the unit stable, and prevent tipping when the drawer is open. There is also a sizable shelf
to store stationary, as well as the familiar laptop drawer. "This is an entire home office in a unit less than a
meter long!" enthuses Henrik.

The Sideboard Desk is part of the Utah Oak Collection, a full range of bedroom, dining & lounge furniture. The
Utah is a modern, but timeless, range, it is very understated, making it suitable for many different homes. The
oak furniture is strong and durable, and comes with a full selection of sideboards, oak dining tables, TV units,
coffee tables and lamp tables. The bedroom collection comes with oak chests of drawers in many practical sizes
and dimensions, as well as flexible oak wardrobeswith optional shelving.

The new Utah Sideboard Desk with double filing drawer will launch to retailers at S2U design’s furniture party
‘Orders for Nothing and Clicks for Free’ (21st January 2013 at 8pm, at the Holiday Inn Birmingham Airport).
January also sees the launch of the Malvern Oak Collection, a rustic style range of dining & lounge furniture.

S2U design has a very unique concept. The oak furnitureis available online, via the company's website, but
rather than coming from one central distribution point, orders are delivered by the company’s retail partners
across the country, based on postcodes – giving customers the convenience of online shopping with the security
of buying from a real shop. Customers can also see the furniture in person by finding their own local dealer.

For more information on this, or any aspect of S2U design, you can call the company on 0845 519 4506.

http://www.prweb.com
http://www.stock2u.co.uk/Category/65/Sideboards.html
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http://www.stock2u.co.uk/Category/41/Wardrobes.html
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Contact Information
Victoria Branson
Stock2u Ltd
http://www.stock2u.co.uk/
0845 519 4506

Henrik Pontoppidan
S2U Design
http://www.stock2u.co.uk/
0854 5194506

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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